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Dear Colleagues, Friends and Supporters of OIRF, 
 

  Welcome to Volume 13, Issue #1 of “The Bridge” newsletter! 
 Happy New Year everyone! We send our wishes to each and every one of you 
that this will be more than a “good” year, but one that brings contentment, learning, 
healing for our patients and prosperity. I’m going to skip the business and pep talk 
article that I normally incorporate into our January issues. As you are all aware, 
perhaps better than I, we are moving into a new and exciting era for energy and 
complementary medicine. Orthodox medicine simply doesn’t have the answers that 
today’s health challenges present, and it is up to us to make sure that these highly 
successful and effective methods remain available to our patients. 
 In this first Issue #1 of “The Bridge” for 2017, I have chosen a recent article 
by Manfred Doepp, MD and Patricia Lüning-Klemm about the rapid exponential 
increase in the blanket of electromagnetic frequencies in our environment. We all 
know about this, but here is some detailed information about the effects and 
dramatic consequences. 

  Note that the 2017 Events Calendar has already expanded and you will find the 
new listings on Page 22 of this Issue and also on the Events Page of our website. 
Dates for the 2017 Medicine Week Congress and the OIRF Germany Tour #44 have 
already been announced, and early in the New Year there will be announcements of 
several other conferences and seminars where you will find OIRF in an education or 
exhibit booth. 

  Plans for that Tour #44 are underway already. That page on the website has 
been updated and we will fill in speaker and travel information details as they are 
finalized. Invitations for speakers and presentations as well as arrangements for 
group visits are being prepared and will be sent out shortly. Dr. Doepp has not 
spoken to our groups in a number of years and we are looking forward to him 
speaking this year as our Keynote Speaker. 
 
 

http://www.oirf.com/events.html
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  OIRF is still in the process of updating and revising our website – this is a big 
project at the end of each year to make sure we are up to date and that the site is 
running smoothly. We ask your patience should you experience any glitches or 
disruptions – and if you see any little slipups or mistakes please let us know so that 
we can get them all fixed up. 

  Note that OIRF is now able to accept your credit card payment directly in either 
USA or Canadian dollars and all pricing is being adjusted to reflect both currencies.  
Thank you for your understanding. 

  Advance Notices (see details Pages 22-24): 
   Dr. Simon Yu of Prevention and Healing in St. Louis, Missouri is 
planning two more hands-on AMA (EAV) workshops for MD’s during March and June 
2017. Also, his colleague Mr. Lodholz has agreed to assist with arrangements for 
“just one more” international conference. Dates for this always exceptional and 
highly recommended conference are Sept. 29 to Oct. 1, 2017. OIRF will be there! 
Plan even now to attend. 
   Dr. Michael Gurevich has announced the International Neural 
Therapy Conference to be held in Ottawa, Ontario Canada May 11-13, 2017. 
The excellent roster of speakers includes: Dr. Hans Borop (Germany), Dr. Alberto 
Duque (Colombia), Dr. Mark McClure (USA), Dr. James Oschman (USA), Dr. 
Michael Gurevich (USA) and many others. This is a highly recommended 
conference! 

  Well he’s done it again! Those of us attending at Medicine Week eagerly headed 
downstairs to the exhibit featuring Dieter Jossner (of BioPhoton Therapy fame!) 
and Medical Electronics. This is always a “trip”, and every year Dieter has a new 
“toy” or device to show us. 
 You’ve been listening to me talk about and seen the full information on the 
UBS 315 device. These interesting little devices have been “selling like hotcakes” – 
really they definitely have – and we find that once you’ve tried it, you want more of 
them. This small piece of innovative technology will revitalize regular water. It’s not 
a filter, but the change in the quality of the water is immediately apparent and you 
can even taste the difference. So, here’s the link to the English information about the 
Ultra-compact Bioenergetic Stimulator UBS 315 and you can see brief info and 
pricing on Page 13 of this Issue. Order today for mid-February delivery – get yours 
on your desk as soon as possible! 
 But the new “toy” for 2017? Well, take that same BioPhoton technology (both 
white light for during the day and red light for evening and bedtime) and put it into a 
set of “goggles”. As of our earlier phone conversations with Mr. Jossner, they cannot 
manufacture these “puppies” fast enough for demand. 
 Preliminary indications include improved sleep (red light enhancing melatonin 
production), improved eyesight, enhanced daytime energy, and . . .Eyes open or 
closed during application doesn’t matter, because this is not a laser. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oirf.com/pdf/UBS_315.pdf
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 I don’t have English information or instructions available for this device yet, 
but these are apparently in the works and should be ready “soon”. Tour participants 
and others aware of this new product are invited to order theirs now. Medical 
Electronics has now re-opened after their annual Christmas/New Year Holiday. We 
don’t have a clear picture of shipping costs at this time (estimated UPS shipping 
could run as high as $150 US), but orders will be shipped by postal mail to reduce 
costs and ease customs clearance procedures. 
 Ready to place your order now? Retail is US $855 and CDN $1,150 plus 
shipping and import. OIRF and Mr. Jossner will expedite your orders immediately and 
those orders received over the holidays will ship later this week. 
 

  I invite all of you to maintain your email or print subscription to “The Bridge” 
newsletter. All 2017 issues of “The Bridge” will be sent to you by email and then 
published on our website. Access is open to all. Follow this link to get your PDF 
print copy of “The Bridge” Volume 13, Issue #1. 
 Further new and cutting edge articles from our prestigious Board of Advisors 
and Directors as well as more of Carolyn’s translations of articles from current 
German journals are underway for future (lucky) Volume #13 issues of this 
newsletter. Issue #2 featuring an article by Dr. Simon Yu should reach your Inbox 
around mid-February 2017. 
 
 
 

WEBINARS FROM MED-TRONIK! 
 
Every two (2) weeks, Med-Tronik will be conducting a webinar on various subjects with 
application and function of the MORA® Nova. Each webinar will be approximately 30 
minutes in length and will be in both German and English. 
Click here for the German webinars: http://www.med-tronik.de/academy/webinare.html  
And here for the English webinars: http://www.med-tronik.de/en/academy/webinars.html 
Simply press the Register button and sign up. You will be sent a confirmation email, as 
well as a reminder closer to the date. 
This is a terrific opportunity for you to receive ongoing education featuring some of the 
best and most famous instructors from Med-Tronik including Dr. Nuno Ruivo, Dr. Peter 
Mahr and even occasionally Dr. Gottfried Cornelissen. If the times don’t work for you, 
don’t worry, Med-Tronik will be archiving them so you can watch at your own 
convenience (or time zone). 
Depending on time available, there may even be time at the end for a brief Q & A. 
We look forward to you taking advantage of this terrific opportunity to get training on a 
regular basis. More topics will be available as time permits.  
Be sure to save this to your “favorites” and join in regularly. 
 
 
 

http://www.med-tronik.de/academy/webinare.html
http://www.med-tronik.de/en/academy/webinars.html
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  Special Mention and Links: 
 Focus on MORA®, Focus on Health! July 2016 

Download here 
• International Congress in Spain 
• Colitis ulcerosa, by Heike Jülkenbeck 
• Pain in the crook of the arm and ulna, by a dentist in Weinberg 
• Painful joints and stomach ache, by that same dentist in Weinberg 
• Duplicating substance information with MORA®  
• The frequency filters, low and high pass 
• Solar radiation 
• An insight into the diverse procedures of production and repair processes at 

Med-Tronik 
 MORA® im Fokus, Gesundheit auf den Punkt gebracht. Juli 2016 (German Version) 

Hier geht es zum Download 
 
 

 Focus on MORA®, Focus on Health! October 2016 
Download here 
• Acute Psychosis, by Elizabeth A. Kazakov 
• Psoriasis, by Francine Delvaux 
• CIPD (chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy) for 7 years,  

by Ulrike Müller 
• Science & Research: MORA psycho-biophony Healing sensibly  
• Effects of a stroke, by Francine Delvaux 
• The frequency ranges of our brain waves 
• Changes to the “cable spaghetti” for MORA 

 MORA® im Fokus, Gesundheit auf den Punkt gebracht. Oktober 2016  
(German Version) Hier geht es zum Download 

 
 

 BOOK: Bioresonance: a new view of medicine, Scientific principles and practical 
experience by Jürgen Hennecke 
Based on work and research with the BICOM so called BioResonance device, this 
book offers a good but slanted look at the history, application and research with 
BioResonance. ISBN 978-3-8448-2375-2 published in 2012 and available from 
Amazon, etc. 

 
 

 REPORT from Natural News and the Health Ranger: The 7 most dangerous 
vaccines injected into humans and exactly why they cause more harm than good. 
Download here 

 
 
 
 

http://www.med-tronik.de/fileadmin/pdf/newsletter/Newsletter_july_2016_screen.pdf
http://www.med-tronik.de/fileadmin/images/Newsletter/MORA_im_Fokus_Juli_2016.pdf
http://www.med-tronik.de/fileadmin/pdf/newsletter/Focus_on_MORA_October_2016.pdf
http://www.med-tronik.de/fileadmin/pdf/newsletter/MORA_im_Fokus_Oktober_2016_screen.pdf
http://www.naturalnews.com/2016-12-14-the-7-most-dangerous-vaccines-injected-into-humans-and-exactly-why-they-cause-more-harm-than-good.html
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An exclusive article for OIRF Supporters, published January 2017 
     by Occidental Institute Research Foundation . . . 
 
 

Waves and Fields 
 

Considerable 400-times Increases  
in Electro-smog 

 
Can Mankind Still Endure This? 

The Consequences can become Dramatic 
 

By Manfred Doepp, MD and Patricia Lüning-Klemm 
 
 

From an article in CO’Med, Volume 22, October 2016 
Machine Translation by SYSTRAN, Lernout & Hauspie, LogoMedia & Promt 

Translation & redaction by: Carolyn L. Winsor, OIRF 
 
© Copyright 2016, Dr. Manfred Doepp, Switzerland and Patricia Lüning-Klemm, Germany 
 
 
Already deeply concerned about the health of the population in 2002, with the so 
called Freiburg Appeal twelve practicing physicians from different fields appealed to 
the responsible people in the Health Service and in politics indicating a dramatic 
increase in severe and chronic illnesses. 
 
 
These illnesses especially include: 
• Learning, concentration and behavioral disturbances in children (e.g. Hyperactivity) 
• Blood pressure derailment [hypertensive crises] 
• Heart rhythm disturbances 
• Cardiac infarctions and strokes with younger and younger people 
• Brain degenerative illnesses (e.g. Morbus Alzheimer) and epilepsy, and 
• Cancer illnesses like leukemia and brain tumors 
 
In the meantime there were numerous further physician appeals for precautionary 
measures, demanding protection against permanent burdens through electromagnetic 
fields and frequencies, with no effect up to now [1]. 
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Already at the end of 1999 there was an article by author M. Doepp published in the 
CO’Med [Journal] in January 2000 under the title “Electro-magnetic Over Sensitivity – 
A Study”. It reported about the meridian diagnostic tests with involvement of exposure in 
relation to electrosmog and their course observations during 1999. In this “good old time” 
in the mobile radio range the old B and also the C networks existed. Citizen initiatives 
were established which tried to prevent mobile phone transmission towers. The antennas 
were frequently installed hidden, so for example in church towers. The e-smog opponents 
did not have a chance of success. The radio frequencies had nevertheless been sold by the 
government to the IT companies for enormous billion-sums. 
 
In 1999 nobody walked around with a Smartphone/iPhone almost constantly at their head 
as it is usual today. However the results at that time were already alarming. The 
percentage of negative reactions to technical e-smog climbed from 12% in January 1999 
to 37% by the end of the year. The summary read: 
a) “the burdening effect of e-smog prefers to take place on the regulation centers of the 

autonomous systems, which are predominantly localized in the brain stem, 
b) the e-smog over sensitivity seems to increase with the burdening of the population 

through e-smog, 
c) the relevant known symptoms correspond extensively with the meridian systems 

disturbed by e-smog.” 
 
It reported about a pallet of symptoms which become ever more current today: 
• “Central Nervous System related: headaches or migraines, concentration 

disturbances, fatigue, sleep disturbances, depression, dizziness, memory weakness, 
decline in performance, nervousness 

• Immune system related: allergies (e.g. with food), asthma, urticaria, 
neruodermatitis, infection susceptibility, autoaggressions 

• Endocrine related: thyroid gland disturbances, lack of libido, impotence, infertility 
• Cardiac: heart rhythm disturbances and up to arrhythmia 
• Abdominal: nausea, maldigestion, colitis, constipation 
• Blood cell count: A phenomenon provable anytime is the agglutination of 

erythrocytes (“rouleaux formation” phenomenon) in darkfield vital blood 
microscopy, which together with the spastic contractions of the precapillaries leads 
to blood circulation reduction. On the other hand this can be brought on in 
association with tinnitus and sudden hearing loss. It can also be correlated with 
ocular vessel thrombosis, cataracts and macular degeneration.” 

 
Both from the user’s side and from the burden side the situation since then has gotten 
considerably worse. The burdens through technical electrosmog have increased twenty 
times since 1999. Today we are – ever younger, ever more – “digital natives” who are 
online nearly incessantly and active in social networks, emails and SMS receiving and  
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sending, telephoning and downloading from the internet. On average a young person 
looks at his display about 100 times per day and as a result is IT active. It is to be seen 
that both PCs as well as laptops with cable connections will vanish in favor of somewhat 
bigger Smartphones with only wireless technology. 
 

“With the help of an APP researchers at the University of Bonn have 
evaluated the mobile phone use of 60,000 people and came to the 
result: The mobile [cell] phone makes you unhappy, unproductive and 
dependent.” [2] 

 
 
 
 
 
Without permanent contact to both WLAN as well as mobile radio transmitters life is 
hardly possible, it seems predominantly empty. To speak of a dependence or addiction 
which concerns these communications is justified. The mobile phone became the 
universal service provider, hardly any personal activities (except food, drinking and 
sexuality) take place without the mobile phone. 
 
The quality of communication was replaced with their quantity. We are active in 
networks with contacts of so called friends – however without empathic feeling 
involvement with the huge number of contacts. Partly we find ourselves no longer in the 
present with space and time, but rather the person or the subject which currently appears 
on the screen claims our full attention. The spiritual law: “What you do, do this 
completely (or not at all)” finds no more consideration. We are increasingly alienated 
from ourselves and our reality. 
 
 
Which Future Awaits Us with Regard to the Burdens from E-Smog? 
 
The governments of all countries of the western world are in agreement that it must be 
possible for the population to have WLAN-adequate internet access everywhere. This 
information flow density should be high enough that you can download a film in seconds 
up to a maximum of minutes. This “democratization” of the WLAN access requires for 
example that 20,000 new transmitters be established in Bavaria. [3] 
 
By this [means] the e-smog is once again increased twenty times in the next few years. 
Cables no longer play a role, it must be “wireless” although in many places fiberglass 
networks exist. Chancellor Merkel and President Hollande have arranged that an 
omnipresent internet access with up to 50 GB/second should be achieved 
 
Altogether since 1998/1999 – thus in the course of approximately 18 years – a 400 times 
considerable increase of technical e-smog has been established. Here satellites, GPS, 
HAARP, etc. are not even included. 
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There is no doubt about the fact that the incidence of many illnesses has increased and 
will increase. This concerns nearly all organs. At the forefront of the danger is the brain 
and with it above all the pineal gland. However this is the most valuable of all the 
hormone glands because it is located at the uppermost position. It is the connection 
between the physical and the spiritual world – and, as Descartes already knew – contains 
the contact to the soul. If it is blocked (not only by e-smog, but also by metals, in the 
same way as for example fluoride) we can neither recognize nor realize our life order, we 
degenerate to Zombies. [4] 
 
It makes sense to point to the fact that we should make a distinction between Hertzian 
waves (transversal oscillation) and Skalar or Tesla waves (longitudinal oscillations). The 
electromagnetic waves found in use today are of the Hertz type. They are evaluated in 
their effects with the help of the temperature increase in the brain close to the ear. This is 
relatively insignificant. Much more important are the Tesla waves which damage 
biological structures. If they are of technical origin, they misinform the nervous system or 
cause a mind manipulation. 
 
The excellent Viennese stock market analyst Manfred Zimmel concentrated on the 
subject of electrosmog in his newsletter on 26.04.2016. He prophesized: “1,000% yield 
for electrosmog protection”. He assumes from this fact that complaints will increase over 
the next years through the exponential buildup in such a way, “that every person will 
virtually shout after a protective possibility”. Existing and effective products for this will 
produce enormous turnovers. [5] 
 
The number of sick notes of German employees constantly increases since 2003. This 
relates above all to psychic illnesses from which especially women are concerned. The 
DAK* announces: “The number of sick notes in Germany in the first half-year of 2016 
has climbed to a new highest level for 20 years. In this period the rate of sick person’s 
amounted to 4.4 percent. Women were absent because of depression and other psychic 
illnesses nearly twice as often as men. As a rule a sick note because of a psychic illness 
leads to an average outage of 35 days. The average downtime because of psychic 
illnesses therefore outran even that of cancerous diseases”. [6] 
 

Measurements with HRV can illustrate how the organism is burdened 
by electromagnetic fields and frequencies.  

 
 
In the first recording of the HRV (at 12:13 AM) the client is located in his sleeping place. 
He often wakens about 4 AM in the morning with panic feelings. The measuring protocol 
shows a stress burden, the first bar and the fourth bar indicate a stress by a longtime 
burden. The measurement with a frequency analyzer shows a high burden in the sleeping  
 
 
* Deutsche Angestellten-Krankenkasse = German Health Insurance 
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place. The second measurement at 12:21 AM takes place in the next room [which is] 
clearly less burdened by e-smog, and the measurement of the HRV shows a less stressed 
result (see Figure 1). After the bedroom was harmonized with a room installation (which 
should use the natural orgon field), another clear relaxation effect was shown for the 
patient. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: (On the left) the measurement takes place at 1:36 PM with a pendant which serves to 
neutralize the effects of e-smog. (On the right) the measurement takes place at 1:44 PM without 
pendant. 
 
 
Figure 2 shows that the repeated dialing in with a mobile phone raises the heart rate and 
increases the distress. 
 
Besides the measurement of e-smog with a frequency analyzer and measurements by the 
HRV, an environment analysis with the TimeWaver MED (Information field technology) 
should also make an indication of a burden from high frequency radiation possible. 
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Figure 2: (On the left) the source measurement at 3:11 PM. (On the right) in the course of the 
measurement at 3:23 PM five calls occurred with their cell phone near the experimental subject: 
Heart frequency and distress have increased. 
 
The future throws its shadow ahead. In spite of these disagreeable perspectives we should 
not put our head into the sand (although sea sand can protect against e-smog). Protective 
chips, pendants and innovative room installations offer protection. Negative thinking and 
persistent fears are counterproductive. 
 
 
Tip: These measurements were carried out with the TimeWaver Cardio.  
Warning: The TimeWaver Systems and their applications are not recognized by school 
[orthodox] medicine on account of lacking scientific proof for the purposes of school 
medicine. 
 
 
Dr.med. Manfred Doepp 
Dr. Doepp is an internationally renowned nuclear physician as well as the 
founder and director of the DGEIM (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Energetische 
und Informations Medizin = German Society for Energetic and Information 
Medicine). He is regarded as a forerunner of Complementary Medicine. 
Currently he leads the Quantisana Gesundheitszentrum in Switzerland. 

 
 
Patricia Lüning-Klemm 
Dr. Lüning-Klemm studied psychology as well as German and Romance 
studies (2nd State Exam). After qualification and advanced training in 
psychoanalysis, group dynamics, systemic consultation and well-founded 
existential and deep psychological psychotherapy, she works in Munich as a 
consultant. She is a lecturer and writes articles for professional magazines 
[CLW – She also appears to be a specialist and trainer for TimeWaver.] 
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References/Links: 
[1]  http://freiburger-appell-2012.info/de/home.php (German), or 
 http://freiburger-appell-2012.info/en/home.php (English) 
[2]  www.tagesschau.de/inland/smartphone-sucht-101.html  
[3]  http://www.pravda-tv.com/2016/0720-000-wlan-hotspots-wer-stoppt-die-wahnsinnigen-videos/  
[4]  https://youtu.be/YEHGzF_3xvM  
 https://youtu.be/wjC09I-dm2Y  
 https://youtu.be/NLMGoi7UC4k  
 https://youtu.be/QFE_jWiGViQ  
 https://youtu.be/9ReGdDhLxg4  
 https://youtu.be/G53SkRv3Xac  
[5]  http://www.amanita.at  
[6]  http://www.t-online.de/wirtschaft/versicherungen/id_78586360/dak-gesundheit-zahl-der-

krankschreibungen-steigt-auf-20-jahres-hoch.html  
 

     
 
 
Practice Application 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
The preceding recent article by Dr. Manfred Doepp updates and details current 
information regarding his ongoing research with Electro-Smog. Combined with ongoing 
research on chem trails, radiation and metal poisoning, dental foci and parasites 
assessment and therapy protocols are changing and becoming more complex. 
 
With regard to assessment it becomes increasingly more important that we utilize point 
and medication testing methods to coordinate and focus the findings in combination with 
the multiple other diagnostic procedures used in everyday practice. Therapy has 
become more complicated as we detox patients while focusing on the causal aspects of 
the patient’s illness. 
 
With every single patient the aspects of geopathics and electromagnetic frequencies 
must be taken into consideration. As we have become what Dr. Doepp calls “digital 
natives” who cannot go anywhere nor do anything without our Smartphone, we are 
constantly being bombarded by this blanket of electromagnetic frequencies. And, I’ll 
admit that I’m as guilty as everyone else when it comes to my cell phone. But what do 
we do? 
 
In Europe, Dr. Doepp has used the TimeWaver systems in his practice to determine 
sensitivity and to analyze the patient’s environment. These are not OIRF recommended 
devices – they are effective and useful – but we have determined that there are other 
domestic and alternative devices that will do the job both for assessment and for 
therapy. 
 
 
 

http://freiburger-appell-2012.info/de/home.php
http://freiburger-appell-2012.info/en/home.php
http://www.tagesschau.de/inland/smartphone-sucht-101.html
http://www.pravda-tv.com/2016/0720-000-wlan-hotspots-wer-stoppt-die-wahnsinnigen-videos/
https://youtu.be/YEHGzF_3xvM
https://youtu.be/wjC09I-dm2Y
https://youtu.be/NLMGoi7UC4k
https://youtu.be/QFE_jWiGViQ
https://youtu.be/9ReGdDhLxg4
https://youtu.be/G53SkRv3Xac
http://www.amanita.at/
http://www.t-online.de/wirtschaft/versicherungen/id_78586360/dak-gesundheit-zahl-der-krankschreibungen-steigt-auf-20-jahres-hoch.html
http://www.t-online.de/wirtschaft/versicherungen/id_78586360/dak-gesundheit-zahl-der-krankschreibungen-steigt-auf-20-jahres-hoch.html
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Most of you are already working with these concepts and are aware of the basics for 
cleaning up our own environment: 

• Shielding computers and therapy devices within the practice (with devices like 
the little Medisend Protect from AMS) 

• Reducing or eliminating man-made carpeting and flooring in the practice and in 
our homes 

• Shielding smart meters inside the dwelling/building behind the stupid things 
• Getting all the tech out of our bedrooms 
• Turning our cell phones OFF at least at night and keeping them out of the 

bedroom at all times* 
• Attaching the neutralizing discs to our cell phones to protect ourselves at least 

minimally from external frequencies 
• Wearing or carrying one of the neutralizing pendants or gems 
• Obtain one of the numerous room neutralizers that are available on the market 
• And so on . . . 

 
In terms of assessment again there are a variety devices on the market for Heart Rate 
Variability. One good example is the HeartQuestTM Heart Rate Variability from Dr. 
Michael Kessler in California at http://www.hrvhq.com/  
 
Watch for the new modules (software program with basic accessories) from Med-Tronik 
for HRV and also for the BIT procedures of Dr. Bodo Köhler. There are already existing 
geopathic assessment and therapy programs with electronic testsets available for the 
MORA-Nova and the MORA-Super. All MORA devices are available with diagnostic 
modules for full EAV/Cornelissen/Vega-type point and medication testing methods. 
MORA BioResonance Therapy is highly effective in the treatment of e-smog sensitivity 
because the patient’s energies and frequencies are quickly balanced and harmonized. 
When combined with the exceptional detox and allergy applications of this true classical 
BioResonance, this is a win-win for patient and practitioner. 
 
I urge all of you to incorporate testing for e-smog and geopathics into your everyday 
procedures. 
 
Carolyn 
 
 
* Dieter Jossner of Medical Electronics BioPhoton fame demonstrated the safest way to turn 
off a cell phone during one of his lectures to our Germany Tour participants. “Just a minute” he 
exclaimed as he rushed out of the lecture room. A few minutes later he returned with a plastic 
baggy from which he dumped a bazillion pieces onto the table. On closer inspection it really was 
the remnants of a cell phone. His explanation was that the only way to turn off a cell phone was 
to break it down into very small pieces and destroy or maim all of the SIM cards and receptors in 
the device. Funny, but totally impractical in today’s business and personal “world” and I was glad 
it wasn’t mine that he demonstrated on. But we must remember that even when turned off – often 
even without the battery installed – the device will be constantly seeking a signal. We just don’t 
need that in our bedroom as we’re trying to sleep and rest. 
 

http://www.hrvhq.com/
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UBS 315 and optional accessories 
High tech bio energetic made in Germany 

 

 

UBS 315 basic unit 
The Basic unit consists of two intensive photon 
sources: white and red as well as a planar Tesla 
coil. An audio socket is also built in for 
modulating the photon source and the magnetic 
field. A modulation and the USB charge cable 
are part of the basic supply 
PRICE: US $580 / CDN $755 (inc’s shipping) 

UBS 315 with large support ring 
(This part shown with the UBS 315 unit is not part of the 
basic supply – added optional accessory) 
This is meant for large items (i.e. glass teapots or 
jugs). This enables the use of items up to 160 
mm in diameter and a total weight of up to 2 kg. 
The switches can be used as usual. 
PRICE: US $125 / CDN $165 (inc’s shipping) 

 

 

UBS 315 with the Tesla transfer module 
(This part shown with the UBS 315 unit is not part of the 
basic supply – added optional accessory) 
The transfer module is available for transferring 
bio energetic signals from the UBS 315 unit to 
the irradiated liquid. The module consists of a 
transfer area with two Tesla coils and holders for 
maximum four vials. The transfer of the bio 
signals is achieved by active scalar fields which 
are emitted from the UBS 315 unit. Included in 
the delivery are five suitably sized vials. 
PRICE: US $310 / CDN $400 (plus shipping) 

 

 

UBS 315 with sensor for NSA 07 
(This part shown with the UBS 315 unit is not part of the 
basic supply – added optional accessory) 
This transfer module is used to transfer signals 
generated by the NSA 07 unit. The module 
consists of a sensor for those signals which are 
emitted by the NSA 07 unit. These are then 
changed into audio signals enabling the 
modulation of the UBS 315 unit. Large volumes 
(a whole room) can therefore be energetically 
created with the frequency spectrum produced 
by the NSA 07 unit. 
PRICE: US $335 / CDN $435 (plus shipping) 

 
NOTE: Medical Electronics is now closed until 23 January 2016. Orders placed with OIRF over the holidays 
and early January will be ranked into priority by the factory and shipped before the end of January. Orders 
placed later in January will not be delivered until late February. Order now for earliest delivery.  
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       Advanced 
       Medical 
       Systems AMS  

 

NEW! + UNIQUE . . . 

MEDISEND® protect 
The smallest magnetic field device in the 
world . . . 
Provides for your personal “shield” against 
electrosmog everywhere. 
 
MEDISEND® protect – it looks like a memory stick 
and is the world’s smallest magnetic field device. 
 
 

 It is operated via any USB port on your PC/Mac/laptop 
 Generates a natural and complex electromagnetic field of 7.8 Hz, the fundamental of the 

Schumann-frequency spectrum. Uniquely, in contrast to all other magnetic field devices, 
MEDISEND® protect also generates the geomagnetic-frequency spectrum! 

 The Schumann-frequency spectrum of 7.8 Hz is modulated with a frequency of 1.2 Ha. This 
frequency has also proved to be highly effective against electrosmog (particularly cell phone 
radiation). 

 The effective range of the MEDISEND® protect is approximately 40 cm (80 cm in diameter). 
There are no time stipulations for its use. Make it easy for yourself: When working on your 
PC, Mac or laptop, simply plug your MEDISEND® protect into a free USB port. 

 Only current is drawn via the USB port; therefore no problems whatsoever are encountered 
with other user programs on your PC, Mac or laptop. 

 
 
Electrosmog disrupts our endogenous  
“bio-currents”! 
 
Therefore don’t wait until your organism 
reacts sensitively to electrosmog. Seize the 
initiative promptly with MEDISEND® protect! 
 

 

Unique in the world! 
Look out for the arrows symbol! 
 

Only the magnetic field instruments developed by W. Ludwig of the Institute for Biophysics in 
Tauberbischofsheim (Germany) generate the electromagnetic biofield which is a copy of the one in 
undisturbed nature and in the correct relation (YIN-YANG equilibrium). 
The frequency spectrum of the 64 essential trace elements is generated by a unique world-wide process. 
 
MEDISEND® protect – specifically encourage your regulation capability! 



Function – Application 
Electromagnetic waves play a fundamental 
role in all living things. This is because they 
control and regulate the endogenous “bio-
currents”. Communication in the individual 
cells, between the cells, and from the brain, 
muscles and organs is founded on tiny 
electromagnetic pulses. If these “bio-currents” 
are constantly disrupted from the outside by 
electrosmog, the “electrical mechanisms of our 
organism” can be thrown out of sync. 
Biologically sensitive control circuits are 
subjected to increasing strain and disruption. 

Modern workstations are packed full of 
electrosmog sources. You sit between the 
computer, laptop, fax machine, telephone, and 
photocopier/printer, you have to be constantly 
contactable, carry a headset, a cell phone and 
a beeper, work under fluorescent lights, use 
energy-saving light bulbs, nearby is a cell 
phone tower, UMTS, WLAN and Bluetooth 
ensure high-speed data transfer – with a flat 
rate you are permanently online. Children – 
teenagers in particular – often sit for hours on 
end in front of their computers, at the same 
time chatting on their cell phones or a cordless 
phone, and listening to music through their 
earphones . . .In the long run more and more 
people experience sensitive reactions to 
electrosmog. This is referred to in colloquial 
terms as “electrosmog sensitivity”. Permanent 
electrosmog radiation can cause different 
individual sensitivity disorders. We therefore 
advise: 
 
Listen to your inner workings – 
listen to your “inner doctor”! 
Observe for yourself how you react to 
electrosmog . . . biorhythm, hormone balance, 
immune system . . . insomnia, exhaustion, 
headaches, tenseness, and reduced 
productivity can be the first serious symptoms 
of increasing electrosensitivity. 

Protect yourself and your family members 
against electrosmog! Specifically encourage 
your won regulation capability and the 
regulation capability of your loved ones . . . By 
stimulating, stabilizing and harmonizing the 
autonomic nervous system, you improve your 
capacity to concentrate and maintain attention, 
you gain energy, wellbeing and vitality, and 
you activate and boost your self-healing 
forces. 

Harmonic oscillations 
stimulate self-regulation! 
 
Unlike all other standard devices on 
the market, MEDISEND® protect 
generates two harmonics: 

 Schumann-frequency spectrum 
of 7.8 Hz (main inherent value of 
the Earth’s surface / ionosphere 
resonant system = YANG signal), 
which is superimposed by 1.2 Hz. 

 Geomagnetic-frequency 
spectrum (modulation of the 
Earth’s magnetic field by the 
natural frequencies of the 64 trace 
elements = YIN signal) 

 
Take the time to find out about the 
AMS range of small and hand-held 
devices: 
MEDISEND® – MEDICUR® – 
METRONOM solar – MEDICUR® 
color 
 

Technical data: 
Physiological range: 
approx. 40 cm 
Weight: 15 g 
Size: 70 x 20 x 12 mm 
Operates by means of 
any USB connection in 
the PC/Mac/laptop. 
 
Scope of Delivery: 
MEDISEND® protect 
incl. comprehensive 
operating instructions in 
an attractive metal tin. 
 

 
 
The internal mechanism 
uses a special reel tech-
nology that generates 
the magnetic field. 
 
Guarantee: 2 years. 
 
 
 
No risk attached – why 
don’t you test the 
MEDISEND® protect? 
You have the right to 
return it within 90 days 
with money back 
guarantee! 
You can test the 
MEDISEND® protect 
for a whole 90 days. 
Should you not be 
satisfied, send the 
instrument back to us 
(without giving a 
reason) within this 
period. We will refund 
the purchase price 
(excluding postage and 
packing) on the 
condition that the unit is 
in perfect condition. 
 
 
 
In order to meet legal 
requirements, we give the 
following reference: Magnetic 
field therapy is scientifically 
disputed and is not recognized 
by conventional medicine. 

Order directly from OIRF (limited 
quantity in stock), CDN 135+: 
Occidental Institute 
P.O.Box 100, Penticton 
B.C. V2A 6J9 Canada 
Phone: (250) 490-3318 
Fax: (250) 490-3348 
Email: support@oirf.com  
Website: www.oirf.com  
 
Order directly from AMS (you must 
mention OIRF to get a 3% discount) 
Use their online shop or contact Dr. 
Frank Beck or Ms. Tina Foerst at 
info@ams-ag.de for quantity discounts 
(for sale to patients, clients, family, 
friends, Christmas . . .): 
AMS GmbH 
Advanced Medical Systems 
Hauptstrasse 26 
D-97990 Weikersheim 
Germany 
Phone: +49-(0)79 34/99 34 89-0 
Fax: +49-(0)79 34/99 34 89-44 
Website: www.magnetotherapy.com  
 
PRICE: US $135 / CDN $185 
All prices plus importation, shipping 
and packing. 

mailto:support@oirf.com
http://www.oirf.com/
https://www.magnetotherapy.de/our-products/devices-for-therapists/hand-held-devices/medisendrprotect.html
mailto:info@ams-ag.de
http://www.magnetotherapy.com/
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MORA® NOVA 
 

Vibrations that will change your life! 
 
 

 
 

The MORA® BioResonance Method with reliable 2-channel technology 

Stimulates self-healing powers and  
thus removes disturbances and blockages. 

Target group: Physicians, alternative practitioners,  
therapists and naturopaths. 

 
 

TREATMENT 
For diagnosis or therapy with MORA® NOVA, the patient is connected through hand, foot and 
head electrodes. The patient’s vibrations are sent to the device through the electrodes. 
Depending on the symptoms and treatment program, the vibrations are converted by MORA® 
NOVA into corresponding therapy frequency patterns and returned to the patient through the 
output electrodes. 

BENEFITS FOR USERS 
Today the bio-resonance therapy as an energetic diagnosis and therapy method cannot be 
wished away from holistic complementary medicine. MORA® NOVA offers many options that can 
cover various therapy fields. It gives you a reliable diagnosis and therapy. The body is thereby 
supported to regulate itself. Your patients experience a side effect-free therapy, which achieves 
astounding results for many symptoms and diseases. Often the bio-resonance therapy is helpful 
in cases where traditional medicine was not adequate. 
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BENEFITS FOR PATIENTS 
♦ Often the patient feels an improvement just after the first treatment 
♦ Therapy is often perceived as very comfortable 
♦ Treatment is free of side effects and is not at all stressful 
♦ Short treatment duration (between 5 and 30 minutes) 
 
 

The MORA® System offers many remarkable possibilities! 
 
 
MORA®-Diagnostics 
The MORA®-Diagnosis and MORA®-Therapy are state of the art medical technology. They use 
the latest insight of modern biophysics and are scientifically researched and verifiable. The 
MORA® device has many diagnostic and therapeutic options. 

MORA®-Therapy 
For 35+ years, the MORA® bio-resonance therapy has been used successfully around the world. 
This therapy form makes it possible not only to diagnose unhealthy oscillations but also to treat 
them. 
The electromagnetic oscillations are 
♦ picked up in the patient’s body 
♦ transmitted to the MORA® device 
♦ inverted by means of electronic amplifiers, and 
♦ returned to the body 
The aim: 
To activate the body’s self-healing power and to remove disruptions and blockages. The patient’s 
balance is to be restored. 

Treatment 
Experience has shown that patients find the treatment very pleasant. While the electrodes are 
being put into place, the patient can relax. The therapy lasts between 5 and 30 minutes. Many 
patients even experience an improvement after the first treatment. 

Side Effects 
The patients experience a therapy free from side effects. The practice is not stressful at all. It 
can be used attendant to any pathology and permits combination with many therapeutic 
methods. In many diseases astonishing results are achieved. 
 

GUARANTEED QUALITY 

Outstanding quality and excellent services! 
 
Quality creates trust! 
Constant high quality – that is the primary goal. Only then we can satisfy our customers on 
long-term basis. After all we are dealing with health here. Therefore the continuous 
improvement of the internal quality management has a very special focus. Due to this reason all 
MORA®-Products are manufactured only in Germany. All the working steps – from development 
to material selection to precision manufacturing – are tightly monitored and controlled. The high 
quality requirement is documented through following independent audits and certifications. 
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OIRF Special Reports: 
 
1) Report on LM Potencies (Homeopathy). Translated and prepared by Dr. Walter D. 

Sturm based on the work of Dr. Samuel Hahnemann. This is pivotal information for all 
homeopaths. In the last years of his life Dr. Hahnemann turned solely to the use of LM 
potencies for his patients instead of the “usual” C and X potencies still utilized today. This 
knowledge was suppressed for nearly 80 years and revolutionized the practice of 
homeopathy when that famous 6th edition of his Organon of Medicine was finally 
published. Read the story and see the meticulous research and translation left us by Dr. 
Sturm. See further information on this important report at this link. 51 Pages. $40 

 
2) Collection of Three Reports by Dr. Gottfried Cornelissen (BioResonance). 1) A Critical 

Examination of Current EAV Diagnosis (individual report below); 2) Increasing Efficiency of 
Allergy Cancellation Therapy by Application of Substance Specific Frequency Ranges; and, 
3) The Problem of A and Inverted A in Homeopathic Nosodes (individual report below).  
31 Pages. $20 

 
3) The Problem of A and Inverted A in Homeopathic Nosodes (BioResonance). 

Translated and prepared by Dr. Walter D. Sturm based on the research of Gottfried 
Cornelissen, DMD. Advanced BioResonance information. 4 Pages. $5 

 
4) A Critical Examination of Current EAV-Diagnosis, the Mebe-Ampule and Filter 

Procedure (EAV & BioResonance). Translated and prepared by Dr. Walter D. Sturm 
based on the research of Gottfried Cornelissen, DMD. Digital single oint mwasurement 
according to Dr. Cornelissen. Advanced BioResonance and EAV-Diagnostic information.  
14 Pages. $10 

 
5) Transliterations of the Chinese Acupuncture Point Names with Explanations. This 

is a supplement to the Modern & Traditional Acupuncture Program. Every single traditional 
acupuncture point is shown with the point name transliteration (with both new and old – 
Pinyin and Wade Giles – spellings) along with a full explanation. Translated by Michael C. 
Barnett, DAcu, LAc from the work and research of Jean-Claude Darras, MD. 35 Pages 
(free to all M&TA program subscribers) 

 
6) The Genital System. Translated by Carolyn L. Winsor; revised and edited by Sean 

Christian Marshall, DSc based on the work and research of Jean-Claude Darras, MD. 
Advanced traditional acupuncture information explaining the energetics of the genital 
system including disorders and treatment. 23 Pages. $25 

 
7) A transcript of Dr. Morell’s BioElectronic Vincent Lecture (BEV/BE-T-A). THIS OFFICIAL 

TRANSCRIPT of Dr. Franz Morell's 3-hour lecture is available from the Institute. It 
consists of thirty-one pages plus reproductions of his slides – it gives an excellent 
introduction to this objective bio-electronic testing method (BEV). Dr. Morell took us even 
further into the BIO-ELECTRONIC "VINCENT" Method during a subsequent seminar and 
introduced a totally new [at that time] German built instrument for it (by the Med-Tronik 
company, and Mr. Erich Rasche again!) to this country. $15 

 
8) See the OIRF Archives Page for past issues of “The Bridge” newsletter. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oirf.com/res-lmpotencies.html
http://www.oirf.com/archives.html
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And don’t forget to order your copy of: 
 
The OIRF Special Report On Medication Testing 
 
A translation of Dr. Kramer’s full medication testing guidelines from beginning to 
highly advanced aspects. Dr. Kramer has given us the most complete, step-by-step 
guidelines for learning medication testing on your own. Based on his seventeen years 
of practice and teaching, he also suggests the preparations you need to get started. 
Recommendations on how to order a set of those preparations for yourself are 
included within the report, and most are now included within the Electronic Remedy 
Test Sets Software. If you follow all of the report instructions, you will learn how to 
do medication testing by yourself, easily, quickly and correctly. If not, something is 
wrong with your Electro-Acupuncture instrument – not you! 
 
This SPECIAL REPORT available in electronic or printed format for $30.00 
(Report is over fifty pages. Preparations are not included.) 
 
 
OIRF Video Training Programs: 
 
1) Diagnostics & Therapeutics Seminars by Dr. Walter Sturm† (full set). Older seminar 

workshop where Dr. Sturm covered Diagnostic approaches (EAV, point and medication 
testing) and BioResonance Therapy approaches (MORA, Electronic Homeopathy and 
Remedy Information transfer). Five DVDs plus 1 disc with all overheads and handout 
materials. $200 

2) Biological Medicine Symposium 2012 (full set). Keynote speaker was Prof. Dr. Roeland 
van Wijk (colleague of Prof. Dr. Fritz-Albert Popp) specialist in BioPhoton light therapy, 
biophysical chemistry and molecular biology. 10 other well known complementary 
medicine practitioners, dentists and researchers. 12 DVDs plus Symposium Manual. $100 

3) How to Use the MORA III. Dr. Walter Sturm† teaches how to use the MORA III unit for 
therapy and reviews the use of the RM200 diagnostic option. #35 

4) Introduction to the MORA Super Plus and ELH. Dr. Brian MacCoy† teaches how to 
hook everything up, how to get started, how to get set up with all the “goodies” that come 
with the device. $35 

5) How to Start Treating Patients with the MORA Super Plus. Dr. Brian MacCoy† covers 
use of the Therapy Hand Book (applicable to all models of the MORA) as well as the basic 
electronic homeopathy applications. Here’s how to set the device with the pre-set therapy 
programs. Get a good understanding of the scope and capability of these dynamic healing 
devices. 

6) MORA Nova Training Seminar. Dr. Nuno Ruivo (Med-Tronik). How to take the unit out 
of its shipping box and set it up. 3-part overview of BioResonance and patient simulations 
with emphasis on practical application in your practice. $100 

7) MORA BioResonance Therapeutic Possibilities. Marguerite Lane, ND. How to get the 
best out of your MORA, how it works, and the basic concepts of classical BioResonance. 
Expert guidance on how to tackle the most common underlying problems in health. $190 

8) See ongoing training in Webinar format from Med-Tronik. 
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A Special Report 
 

The Ground Regulation System (GRS) 
 

By o. Univ.Prof. Dr.rer.nat. med.habil. Hartmut Heine † 
 
 A few years after his serious illness in 2011 Prof. Dr. 
Hartmut Heine published a series of seven articles on the 
Ground Regulation System. I [Carolyn Winsor] was honored 
to be able to translate this incredible research into English for 
the first time and to publish it in our newsletter, “The Bridge”. 
 
 As I worked my way through translation of the first 
article, the wealth of knowledge and understanding imparted in 
even that introductory article left me scrambling for dictionaries, 
research documents hidden away in the old OIRF library and 
way beyond “Google searches” to make sure that I was doing 
justice to the information Prof. Dr. Heine was imparting. 
Combined with the succeeding six further articles, his gift to us 
of knowledge and of understanding is truly priceless. 
 
 In respect for Prof. Heine I have merged those seven articles into one single 
report and have republished it separate from that older newsletter. With a total of 48 
(mind-blowing) pages, this work is not just “worthwhile” reading, but mandatory 
reading for all practitioners of orthodox and complementary medicine. Available in 
electronic or print format for $30, here is an outline of the contents: 
 
Part 1 – The Ground Regulation [A History and Background] 
Part 2 – GRS as a non-linear system – Structure, function and determined chaos 
Part 3 – GRS as a non-linear system– Structural components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) 
Part 4 – Spatial structure of the ECM and material transport within the system 
Part 5 – Contact, limitation and clogging up: Cell adhesion, basal membrane and glycosylation 
Part 6 – Functional relations of the ground regulation with the central nervous system 
Part 7 – The Ground Regulation and the Circadian Rhythm 
           – The Ground Regulation and Alzheimer Dementia 
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  OIRF Resource Materials: 
 For more information and instruction about point and medication testing with EAV 

see the OIRF: Medication Testing Report and the EAV Desk Reference Manuals 
(both available on disc). 

 For more information and instruction about Diagnostic and Therapeutic 
Techniques in Biological Medicine with emphasis on BioResonance Therapy be 
sure to order the recently re-released videos of Dr. Walter Sturm’s seminars. 

 For a complete listing of OIRF resource materials, including publications, reports, 
books and videos please follow this link to our website. There are full descriptions 
of all printed and recorded materials online. 

 For a complete listing of OIRF recommended instrumentation, including 
diagnostic, therapeutic and BioResonance devices please follow this link to our 
website. There are full descriptions of all instrumentation online. 

 Of the three full “home-study” or “extension training” programs developed by 
Occidental Institute, two have been fully updated and are available in PDF format 
on disc. Research and publication of each of those programs has been pivotal in 
the development and application of Acupuncture and Biological Medicine in North 
America and around the world. Be sure to obtain your copies of these famous and 
well respected volumes for your library and study purposes. 
• Modern & Traditional Acupuncture: $165 
• Master of Acupuncture Program: Translations of the ancient acupuncture 

classics (The Nei Ching consisting of the Su Wen and Ling Shu, as well as the 
“Difficult Classic” the Nan Ching) are still available in printed format – $125 

• EAV Desk Reference Manuals, Parts 1 & 2 – $200 
• Diagnostics and Therapeutics Seminars of Dr. Sturm – $200 

Get more details at http://www.oirf.com/resources.html 
 
 

“EXTENSION TRAINING” PROGRAM IN 
MODERN & TRADITIONAL ACUPUNCTURE 

 
Over twelve hundred pages of printed materials incorporating applicable materials from the supplementary 
textbook (An Outline of Chinese Acupuncture) and set of four charts (by China Cultural Corp.). Program 
starts off assuming you know nothing about acupuncture (a good place to start even if only as a thorough 
review of the basics) and takes you right through to the most heavy-duty advanced aspects of true, 
‘energetical’ acupuncture. The finest and most comprehensive material in the English language, covers all 
seventy-one meridians of traditional acupuncture; that ‘missing sixty percent’ of acupuncture knowledge 
most “acupuncturists” have never even heard of; and, the modern electronic ‘needle-less’ treatment 
methods (Electro-Acupoint Therapy) now so popular. 

Over 3,000 students were originally enrolled in this famous Extension Training Program, and the OICS 
graduate listings read like a “Who’s Who of Acupuncture” in the English speaking world. This program 
takes you as far as anyone possibly can in a ‘written’ format prior to the clinical finesse and practicum 
needed to round out your acupuncture study to professional levels. 

FULL THIRTY-THREE LESSON PROGRAM NOW AVAILABLE ON DVD 
Price includes disc with all 33 Lessons, applicable supplementary textbook (An Outline of Chinese 
Acupuncture) passages and representation of set of acupuncture charts (China Cultural Corporation set of 
four). [Current editions of the textbook and charts can be easily obtained from suppliers of acupuncture 
books and supplies.] Price does not include printed materials, binders; or, any tutorial, examination, or 
certification privileges. Follow above link for full details. Full set on one disc available for CDN $165. 
 

http://www.oirf.com/res-medicationtesting.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-eavdeskmanuals.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-videosturm.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-videosturm.html
http://www.oirf.com/resources.html
http://www.oirf.com/instrumentation.html
http://www.oirf.com/resources.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-oicsextensionprog.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-oicsextensionprog.html
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2017 Calendar of Events! 
 

Event Lecturers Dates Details/Contact 
VivaMayr  
Basic Intensive  
Course I & II 

Dr. Harald Stossier Maria Wörth, Austria 
Jan. 15-27, 2017 

To register contact: 
kirsten@viva-mayr.com and visit 
VivaMayr Academy 

    
Concordia Dr. Robert Cass 

and others TBA 
Tucson, Arizona 
Feb. 24-25, 2017 

Concordia Conference sponsored by 
AOIBS 

    
Acupuncture 
Meridian 
Assessment 
St. Louis, MO 

Dr. Simon Yu 
Dr. Doug Cook 
Dr. Rob Cass 
Carolyn Winsor 

St. Louis, MO 
March 24-26, 2017 

Register at 
Prevention And Healing 
For MD, DO, DDS 

    
Int’l Neural Therapy 
Conference 

Dr. Michael Gurevich 
Dr. Hans Borop 
Dr. Alberto Duque 
Dr. James Oschman 
And many others 

Ottawa, ON Canada 
May 11-13, 2017 

Register by email: 
info@internationalneuraltherapy.com  
Get more details at: 
Neural Therapy Conference 

    
Acupuncture 
Meridian 
Assessment 
St. Louis, MO 

Dr. Simon Yu 
Dr. Doug Cook 
Dr. Rob Cass 
Carolyn Winsor 

St. Louis, MO 
June 23-25, 2017 

Register at 
Prevention And Healing 
For MD, DO, DDS 

    
Med-Tronik Power 
Week and Individual 
Seminars 

Dr. Nuno Ruivo 
Dr. Peter Mahr 

Friesenheim, 
Germany 
July 24-29, 2017 

Contact Med-Tronik to register 

    
VivaMayr, Advanced 
Training II 

Dr. Harald Stossier Maria Wörth, Austria 
July 23-Aug. 4, 2017 

To register contact: 
kirsten@viva-mayr.com and visit 
VivaMayr Academy 

    
International 
Biological Medicine 
Conference 

Dr. Simon Yu 
and many others TBA 

St. Louis, MO Sept. 
29 - Oct. 1, 2017 

Watch for further details and 
information TBA and visit 
Prevention And Healing 

    
51st Medicine Week 
Congress, 
Baden-Baden, 
Germany 

Lectures primarily in 
German language - 
participants of Tour #44 will 
attend 

Baden-Baden, 
Germany 
Nov. 1-5, 2017 

Contact OIRF for registration and 
participation details 

    
Biological Medicine 
Tour #44 to 
Germany 

Speakers TBA Starts in Frankfurt, 
Germany, Oct. 31 to 
Nov. 6, 2017 

Watch for details on this website! 

    
Throughout 2017 OIRF will participate in numerous conferences and seminars 
with exhibit and education booths. 

Watch your newsletter and the Events 
Page on this website as details are 
announced. 

    

 
 
 
 

mailto:kirsten@viva-mayr.com
http://www.vivamayr.com/en/
http://www.aoibs.com/conference.htm
http://www.preventionandhealing.com/
mailto:info@internationalneuraltherapy.com
http://www.internationalneuraltherapy.com/
http://www.preventionandhealing.com/
http://www.med-tronik.de/en/academy/seminar-offers.html
mailto:kirsten@viva-mayr.com
http://www.vivamayr.com/en/
http://www.preventionandhealing.com/
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  Conferences and Conventions: As an ongoing approach to bring this infor-
mation and education to a broader range of practitioners, OIRF will sponsor speakers 
and lecturers in a number of conferences and events throughout the USA, Canada 
and Germany. 
 Plans and registrations for OIRF to be present at a number of important 
international conferences have been arranged, and we are looking forward to an 
exciting and busy year. It is our hope that you will join us in our efforts to expand 
the use and knowledge of Biological Medicine in Canada, the USA and around the 
English speaking world. 
 Here are some of the events where our OIRF Board of Directors and Advisors 
are giving presentations and participating. Be sure to check out the announcements 
of events and conferences enclosed and on the Calendar of Events on our website. 
Make plans today for which events you will attend during the upcoming New Year 
2017. Your support for the organizers is greatly appreciated, and gives you the 
benefit of fascinating, informative and educational programs that will enhance your 
practice – and CEU’s! OIRF directors, advisors and/or members are active in each of 
the recommended events. See Pages 2, 3 and 22-24 for further details. 
 
   Acupuncture Meridian Assessment Training for MD, DO and DDS. 
Primary focus is teaching medical practitioners how to check a few essential 
acupuncture points to look for disturbances which might be an indication of parasites 
or dental problems. This training covers many clinical case histories that will amaze 
you with the healing results that occur where prior numerous doctors and specialists 
failed to succeed. Class consists of lectures and lots of hands on “boot camp” drills 
for 2½ days held in St. Louis, Missouri March 24-26 and June 23-25, 2017. 
Sponsored by Dr. Simon Yu and also featuring Dr. Robert Cass, Dr. Doug Cook, 
Gordon Johnston and Carolyn Winsor. To register contact Kate, Office Manager at 
314-432-7802 or Prevention and Healing 
 
   Dr. Michael Gurevich has announced the International Neural 
Therapy Conference to be held in Ottawa, Ontario Canada May 11-13, 2017. 
The excellent roster of speakers includes: Dr. Hans Borop (Germany), Dr. Alberto 
Duque (Colombia), Dr. Mark McClure (USA), Dr. James Oschman (USA), Dr. 
Michael Gurevich (USA) and many others. This is a highly recommended 
conference! 
 
   Advanced Notice: Dr. Simon Yu’s colleague Mr. Richard Lodholz has 
agreed to assist with arrangements for “just one more” International Biological 
Medicine Conference. Tentative dates for this always exceptional and highly 
recommended conference are Sept. 29 to Oct. 1, 2017. OIRF will be there! Plan 
even now to attend. 
 
   Mayr Therapy: This is a method that has been recommended by OIRF for 
many years. We have sponsored at least six official English language Mayr training 
programs in the past that featured the direct students of Dr. F. X. Mayr, including 
Dr. Erich Rauch and Dr. Ernst Kojer. In Austria this training was offered solely to 
MD’s, but with the passing of many of the original practitioner/teachers those  

http://www.oirf.com/events.html
http://www.preventionandhealing.com/pah-training.php
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requirements have been somewhat relaxed. It was interesting to see both the two 
main Mayr organizations well represented at the Medicine Week Congress. Both 
organizations have been offering English language training and it is my pleasure to 
re-introduce this method to our members and supporters. Even though there are no 
commercial or financial ties between OIRF (and none of our Advisor/Directors are 
directly involved) and these Mayr organizations, we felt it important to continue our 
recommendation for this well proven and highly effective method. 
 This year the VivaMayr organization in Maria Wörth, Austria (oh, such a 
beautiful area!) is offering two programs in English which feature Harald Stossier, 
MD. Contact Kristen by email at kristen@viva-mayr.com for details and registration 
information. Courses available in Maria Wörth are: 

• Basic Intensive Course, I & II: Jan. 15-27, 2017 
• Advanced Training II: July 23 to Aug. 4, 2017 

 
   51st Medicine Week Congress, Nov. 1 through Nov. 5, 2017 in Baden-
Baden, Germany with OIRF Advisors, Directors and Germany Tour participants 
attending. Usually more than 3,000 doctors participate with nearly 200 lectures, 
workshops and courses (German and English language). Exhibit area with more than 
220 exhibits provides you with an excellent insight into the big product offerings in 
natural healing and complementary medicine. There you can find out directly, and 
compare. Contact OIRF for attendance possibilities. 
 
   Biological Medicine Tour #44 to Germany, October 31 through 
November 6, 2017. Join us for our 44th group tour including the world famous 
“Medicine Week” Congress in Baden-Baden. Tour program also includes exclusive 
OIRF English language lectures from renowned German clinicians and researchers as 
well as pharmacy and clinic visits. Speaker, event, itinerary and registration details 
will be posted on our website shortly. 
 To tempt you for next year follow this link to our report on our 2016 program 
and activities. Follow this Germany Tour link to see the unfolding plans and speakers 
for 2017. This is certainly advance and early announcement of dates and we 
recommend that you plan early to participate. 
 
   As US certifications for the MORA Beauty have been delayed yet again, 
OIRF and Med-Tronik have withdrawn from exhibiting at the December 2016 A4M 
Congress in Las Vegas. As Carolyn will not be personally attending this year, we 
will miss this opportunity to meet and say hello. Once certifications are achieved for 
the Beauty, we will be announcing dates of conferences and seminars where you can 
see this remarkably effective device that can rapidly generate income for your 
practice. 
 
   MORA BioResonance Therapeutic Possibilities, 1 day course on 
therapeutic applications with Marguerite Lane, ND, Australia. 4 DVD set of video 
recordings are now available through OIRF for US $150 plus shipping. 

  Follow this link to our website to see Issue #1 in print/PDF format. 
 
 

mailto:kristen@viva-mayr.com
http://www.oirf.com/pdf/Tour_43_Report.pdf
http://www.oirf.com/germany2017.html
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  Updates, Reminders and Announcements: 

   Watch for seminar and conference updates and dates. Plan early which 
events you will be attending this year. 

   Watch for Volume 13, Issue #2 of the “The Bridge” newsletter to arrive in 
your Inbox around mid-February 2017. There are a number of new and exceptionally 
well written articles by Med-Tronik researchers and instructors that have been 
published in the German CO’Med and Naturheilkunde journals. Carolyn is busily 
translating as many of them as possible for future newsletter issues. We are looking 
forward to introducing some of the new devices (a newer model of the RM10 
diagnostic device) and methods that were seen in Germany during the recent tour. 
The February Issue will feature another article from OIRF Medical Advisor Simon Yu, 
MD. 
 
   Visit our Facebook page – will you be our friend? 
 
 
 I trust you have found much of interest in these pages. During 2017 we are 
looking forward to participating in numerous conferences while supporting various 
speakers and several complementary organizations. Additionally there are a variety 
of informational articles being prepared for the next Issues of Volume 13 of “The 
Bridge”. Electronic publication with access open to all will continue throughout 2017 
and we will continue bringing you that cutting edge information for which OIRF is 
famous. 

 We look forward to meeting you during our forthcoming 2017 activities and 
programs. As always your comments are welcome. Remember that this is your 
newsletter. Your suggestions, article contributions, critiques, FAQ’s and compliments 
are gratefully accepted. 

Yours in health, 

Carolyn 
Carolyn L. Winsor 
Managing Director 
Phone: (250) 490-3318 
support@oirf.com 
 
To Unsubscribe send an email to support@oirf.com with “unsubscribe” in the Subject Line. 
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